Wipro’s JD
Edwards practice
Go digital with JD Edwards

Wipro is a strategic systems integrator
for Oracle JD Edwards ERP and offers
end-to-end application services, Cloud
services - IaaS and enables a complete
digital roadmap for its diverse base of
global enterprise clients. With deep
investments in Oracle JD Edwards,
Wipro helps its clients to build a futureready ERP ecosystem and partners with
them in their digital transformation.

Cloud IaaS
Optimize your JD Edwards
EnterpriseOne solution with
Oracle IaaS
IOT innovations
Eliminate error-prone manual
activities and improve
throughput
Mobility
Future-readiness enabled
by mobility
Automation

Technology enablers
and solution IPs for
digitization with
JD Edwards

Process and operations
digitization for experience
realization and improved
efficiencies

Enable digital, Cloud, AI, Bot,
IoT, mobility, core JD Edwards,
Cloud co-existence, Big data with
Wipro

Key benefits
Cloud
Greater agility,
faster time to
market and lower
total cost of
ownership

Mobility
Simplified
development,
deployment,
extension and
customization of
mobile applications

IoT
Data from
connected assets
and connected
workers, leading to
valuable business
insights

Automation
Robotic process
automation,
cognitive process
automation and
algorithmic
intelligence with
Wipro Holmes™

Features

Solution IPs
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Digital

Build solutions

Run solutions

Wipro Holmes™,
Cloud migration,
Cognitive AI

Mobility, IoT,
big data,
Wipro EasyU

EasyRun,Easy
Diagnostics,
Easy Access,
Easy Pack

Wipro Limited (NYSE: WIT, BSE:
507685, NSE: WIPRO) is a
leading global information
technology, consulting and
business process services
company. We harness the power
of cognitive computing,
hyper-automation, robotics,
cloud, analytics and emerging
technologies to help our
clients adapt to the digital
world and make them
successful. A company
recognized globally for its

comprehensive portfolio of
services, strong commitment
to sustainability and good
corporate citizenship, we have
over 160,000 dedicated
employees serving clients across
six continents. Together, we
discover ideas and connect
the dots to build a better and a
bold new future.
For more information,
please write to us at
info@wipro.com

